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Camera Work—a modern icon
The digital facsimile and open-access-version of Camera 
Work (Fig. 1) at the University Library Heidelberg has 
been available for researchers as well as art and photo 
enthusiasts around the world since March 2018.1 All ma-
terials are strictly meant for non-profit use. But, first of 
all, what was Camera Work? And to what purpose has the 
task been undertaken to digitalise this magazine? The 
following essay will elaborate on these questions while 
also reporting on how the project developed from the 
very start.2
Let me quote from the Camera Work-project website 
at the University of Zurich:
The magazine Camera Work, published in  
New York from 1903–1917 and dedicated to the advance-
ment of photography as art, enjoys the status of a modern 
icon in the history of photography and the history of art. 
Still, the quarterly has never been properly investigated with 
advanced methodological and technological approaches. For 
the first time, this project [the “Camera Work pilot project” 
and the research project called “Camera Work. Inside/Out”; 
B.G.] analyses Camera Work in its entirety as total work of Fig. 1 Camera Work, Cover, 1903 (issue 1).
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art, including imagery across various media, the specifically 
photographic interplay between original and reproduction, 
interrelations of image and text, and international networks 
of people and discourses.3
To put it in more simple terms, one may quote an arti-
cle from the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung published 
December 31, 2017 under the headline “1917 Geburt der 
Moderne: ‘Camera Work‘ am Ziel” (“1917 Birth of the 
Modern: ‘Camera Work’ at its destination”): 
“Es gibt kein bedeutenderes Fotomagazin als 
Camera Work, eine Vierteljahresschrif t, so aufwendig  
produziert, dass jede Seite für eine Ausstellung taugt.” 
(“There is no photo magazine more significant than Camera 
Work, a quarterly journal produced in such an extravagant 
manner, that each page is suitable for an exhibition.”)
The editor of this magazine was Alfred Stieglitz (1864–
1946) (Fig. 2), a tireless promoter of photography as art, 
and, as we would say today, an international networker if 
not global player within the system of the arts. Would he 
have approved of the project, even if it does not charac-
terise his persona as genius of avantgarde art but rather 
attempts to bring the magazine into focus? I think: Yes, 
because it was his goal to act internationally and to let the 
texts and pictures of Camera Work speak for themselves 
in order to develop and establish a new art. (This incredi-
bly influential endeavour of Stieglitz and his circle for the 
formation of modern art, and not only for photography 
as art, has been a research topic for a very long time.)4
The conference “Camera Work: History and Global 
Reach of an International Magazine” at the University of 
Zurich5 was one of the milestones of this digital research 
project that first began as an idea in the beginning of 
2015, namely a vision to revive interest in and to develop 
new knowledge about Camera Work by making use of the 
tools of what has been called “digital humanities”. This 
project enabled us to invite international speakers to our 
conference in 20186 and publish a short film7 on Camera 
Work on the beforementioned website.8
Unpacking Camera Work—a fragile object
In fact, all began with unpacking the issues of Camera 
Work in the rooms of Christie’s in Zurich in 2015, where the 
whole convolute had been sent from Paris. Why Paris? 
Because in the context of Paris Photo 2014, Christie’s 
organised a charity auction with photo-historical works 
from the collection of the former Swiss art gallerist Kas-
par M. Fleischmann, and although this auction was all in 
all successful, he had decided in the course of that auc-
tion not to sell his Camera Work convolute at a time when 
prices for historical materials of photo history were (and 
still are) clearly in decline.9 I should clarify that the auc-
tion was meant to raise funds to support the research 
at the Center for Studies in the Theory and History of 
Photography at the Institute of Art History, University 
of Zurich.10—The purpose of unpacking the issues of the 
magazine back in Zurich was to check whether all ma-
terials, covers and pages of these highly fragile objects 
were intact and complete.
 If you will, it was more or less just by chance at 
this moment at Christie’s, due to the failure in Paris to 
sell Camera Work, that I had the inspiration to develop 
something that had not been done before. Chance, fail-
ure and faults are of ten the great innovators in the his-
tory of knowledge.11 And indeed, even the materiality of 
Camera Work would not have come to my attention with 
such clarity and without that special moment at Chris-
tie’s in Zurich, which initially seemed like a moment of 
failure in terms of fundraising, but was in reality the 
beginning of a research project. “Eureka” means, as 
Felix Philipp Ingold has pointed out, the expression of an 
ef fect of surprise.12 And surprise not only, if I may add, 
of an idea emerging, but surprise to find a completely 
Fig. 2 Gertrude Käsebier: Alfred Stieglitz, 1902, dry plate 
negative, Library of Congress Prints and Photographs 
division, Washington, D.C. The first issue of Camera Work 
(1903) started with photogravures af ter photographs by 
Gertrude Käsebier.
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desolate situation. Some of the covers and pages crum-
bled under my fingers, the plastic covers of each issue 
did not seem to be suitable for diverse types of paper 
material, and the images were not protected by tissue 
paper; in short, restorative rescue and protection initia-
tives were long overdue. This indeed was the first proac-
tive step: to find an expert who would secure the whole 
convolute in a state-of-the-art manner.13 In a short film, 
already mentioned above,14 made in Zurich in summer 
2017, one can see how this journal is handled today, how 
the boxes, which “house” Camera Work look like, and also 
how the turning pages of Camera Work sound.
Research questions
In any case, it was not only the fragility of the journal as 
a material object alone that caught our attention. No, 
it was the tangible historical importance of that jour-
nal, and also the fascinating question of how we could 
with today’s research tools investigate all texts and im-
ages of this most significant art journal including the 
advertisements (Fig. 3) as mirrors of the material and 
technological history of analogue photography. More-
over, as a classically trained art historian, my interest 
was to understand in what sense Camera Work could be 
considered a revolutionary beginning of photography 
as art, and how this claim compares to contemporary 
developments, since photography today plays a vital 
role in the concert of contemporary art on a global scale. 
Photography both as art around 1900 and contemporary 
art cannot be understood in its entirety without quoting, 
incorporating and referencing the avant-garde painters 
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Like 
the texts in Camera Work and their references to the “Old 
Masters”, the arts of the eighteenth century as well as 
to Cézanne, Matisse and Picasso (Fig. 4), today’s writing 
about art is still informed by the beginning of art criti-
cal writing in eighteenth-century France and England, 
namely the practice of comparing works of art with es-
tablished historical positions of art, the practices of in-
stalling a discursive aesthetic judgment with repeated 
formulas and topoi, and last but not least the attempt 
to institutionalise the work of art for posterity.15 By now, 
Fig. 3 Advertisement, “Make a Few Prints From  
Your First Spring Negatives on Kodak Velvet Green  
Paper”, Eastman Kodak Company, in: Camera Work,  
1913 (Special Number), [page 69].
Fig. 4 Picasso: Woman with Madolin, half tone  




the history and theory of art as a reference point in the 
system of art and photography is not fully understood, 
which is all the better, since it leaves us something to dis-
cover within Camera Work and beyond.
What Camera Work wanted and claimed in the age 
of analogue photography, namely to install photography 
as high art, sees its fulfilment or highpoint in the digital 
age and contemporary art of the 21st century, linking as 
such the analogue and the digital in many ways. This is 
but one theoretical and aesthetic aspect that allows us 
to understand that the paradigmatic “rupture” between 
analogue and digital, as it was frantically called in the 
1980s and 1990s, was just another narrative element in 
the many beginnings and endings of photographic and 
art history,16 beginnings and endings that were and are 
soon to be revised. Indeed, the fact that Camera Work is 
digitalised does not mean that we discard the original. 
On the contrary: consulting the original for all its co-
lours, haptic quality and even the sound of the paper (!), 
is indispensable for a researcher. However, the digital 
facsimile allows us to roam through all texts and images 
when and how we wish, to divide it into intelligent parts 
and to put those parts together in order to better under-
stand, to learn about an endeavour that meant so much 
for generations of photographers and photo and art his-
torians alike.
There was also another, more personal and at the 
same time quite eager motivation to start this project. 
Since my time at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princ-
eton—and even before, but without opportunities to 
address such longings—I was interested in widening my 
art-history-horizon towards Asian Art History. Thanks 
to Nicola Di Cosmo and Yve-Alain Bois (both are faculty 
members at the IAS) who initiated an ongoing, regular 
workshop together, my wish to expand the knowledge 
of “my” discipline found fodder. It could not have been 
more perfect timing when I received a call from an art 
history department with an established section on East 
Asian Art History—and that was and is the Art History 
Department at the University of Zurich. Thanks to this 
wonderful coincidence, I could devote myself more 
firmly to this subject—with excursions in collaboration 
with colleagues, with research projects, conferences and 
lectures all trans-passing the boundaries of the inner 
structures of art history.
To make a long story short, it was indeed this interest 
to expand my intellectual horizon that led to my interest 
in the global inherent themes as well as in the global im-
pact of Camera Work. Not too surprisingly, I focused on 
Japan, because there is much of Japan and “Japonisme” 
inherent in the issues of Camera Work, a magazine that 
still plays a vital role in collections of modern art and 
photography in Japan. It is quite obvious, for example, 
that Edward J. Steichen’s (1879–1973) tonalist “The Flat-
iron – Evening” (1904) (Fig. 5), published in Camera Work 
in 1906, is informed by “Japonisme” and shows the impact 
of James McNeil Whistler (1834–1903), who transformed 
the Japanese formulas of composition and color into 
his “Nocturne”-paintings.17 Japan was, as we know, such 
a great inspiration of and for modern art. Camera Work 
in relation to Japan also draws the attention to an even 
more interesting aspect of the structures of diverse and 
multiple modernities: The United States of America and 
Japan were rather young nations at the time of their step 
into the history of art and the beginning of the history of 
modern art especially. How was it possible to become 
part of that history—made in Europe—and not only 
participate but make original contributions? Struggles 
and opportunities were clearly ahead—before and 
around 1900. And on board was photography—from 
the start of that challenging endeavour to become a part 
of the world’s diverse modern art community. It is as if 
Fig. 5 Edward J. Steichen: The Flatiron – Evening,  
three-color half tone reproduction, in: Camera Work,  
1906 (issue 14), [page 31].
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we could see much of the challenges of contemporary 
global art mirrored in the situation back then; and as such 
Camera Work becomes an important player in our think-
ing about phenomena and processes of our present.
The making of a research project:  
collaborations and copyrights18
The Swiss Institute for Art Research, or SIK-ISEA,19 was 
the perfect host for this project over the last years. Per-
fect because we, my research team and I, were looking 
for an institution that would be able to keep the origi-
nals—in fact over fif ty issues of Camera Work, published 
between 1903 and 1917 (Fig. 6)—in good condition while 
at the same time allowing access to the originals for us 
as researchers.
Although there has been much focus on digital hu-
manities, particularly in the last decade, the realizability 
of such a project was not at all guaranteed. Only very few 
institutions are able to provide a full workflow and com-
petence for such an endeavour. With the assistance and 
advice from an international advisory board, I managed to 
find a collaboration partner at the Heidelberg University 
Library in the person of the chief librarian Maria Effinger.
This library has a special funded research focus on 
art history, particularly on international art magazines. 
Hence, I was quite enthusiastic when the chief librarian 
agreed to host Camera Work as a digital facsimile and, 
more importantly, of fered to assist with our long and 
complicated workflow, in not only scanning all issues 
of that magazine but also, for example, to link texts and 
images to their international library system. This was 
time-consuming work (and still is an ongoing ef fort on a 
smaller scale), matched only by the work of my research 
team who delivered tables of contents for every issue.
If I could start this project again, I would insist on 
more and regular meetings between librarians and re-
searchers, because that is the great opportunity of dig-
ital research projects: to bring expertise from all sides 
more firmly into contact in order to achieve new insights 
on all sides, for the humanities and for the international 
library system, as well as for advanced technological 
development. What is not well understood on all sides, 
but possibly especially on the side of political decision 
makers, is the fact that such projects need and produce a 
lot of handiwork, which means the need to fund not only 
researchers but also team workers in transnationally in-
terconnected libraries. To think that it is enough to install 
one “IT person” for a large digital project in the human-
ities, at universities or museums—be it a digital edition or 
a project on a global scale—is a huge misunderstanding 
of how “work“ has been transformed in the digital age.
Despite all doubts and obstacles, it was possible to 
announce that this Zurich-Heidelberg made digital ver-
sion is online, and it seems that we were able to solve 
all copyright claims. With this step, we share attempts 
in the United States and also in other countries to bring 
Camera Work to an international audience again. Some 
comparable projects like the one at the Brown Univer-
sity20 have stopped working on their digital version, and 
other public and private initiatives have compiled their 
digital versions from all kinds of internet resources and 
dif ferent convolutes of Camera Work.21 All these projects 
have slightly dif ferent approaches, hence these various 
potentials should be linked together in the near future. 
Also, museums have strong holdings related to Camera 
Work, and it was one of our research ideas to link all such 
holdings around the world with the digital version, so 
that researchers and interested photo and art enthu-
siasts would be able to use the database as a window 
into international collections as well as insight into the 
œuvres of all photographers and writers that were in-
volved in making Camera Work. If this can be done in 
the near future, it could be a wonderful contribution to 
the global history of art and literature. The making of 
Fig. 6 Paul Strand: Photograph—New York, photogravure,  
in: Camera Work, 1917 (issues 49–50), [page 20a].
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Camera Work and its af terlife in an international context 
would and could be fantastically visible through such a 
further developed database.22
Some thoughts on the future—fair use
Some day in the future, such magazines will be a natural 
part of research for art and photo historians, while at the 
moment, this is still a rather new sector in our field. With-
out the digitalisation of the material of such magazines, 
texts and images would be overwhelming and dif ficult for 
an individual to grasp in its entirety. With the  structured 
database, the control over this material is possible in 
many ways. There is still much to do, namely improving 
the current digital version, making it even more flexi-
ble, even more research-friendly. But for now, we have 
reached a step from where such refinements are possible, 
and I will certainly attempt together with the colleagues 
in Heidelberg and international scholars to work on that 
refinement in the future. Part of such future steps should 
be to connect the project to other ones that have recently 
emerged: one such project is the compiled digitalisation 
of the journal Sturm, an art magazine published in Berlin 
between 1910 and 1932, which is particularly interesting 
in comparison with Camera Work, because Sturm was like 
Camera Work much more than a magazine: Both were 
directly connected to galleries, exhibitions, networks of 
art critiques and artists; they were conglomerates in the 
realm of modern art. The reconstruction of all these ties 
and the digital building-up of interconnections of ma-
terials regarding the reconstruction of exhibitions, the 
digitalisation of correspondence around all of these ini-
tiatives to promote modern art will be a challenging and 
fruitful scientific endeavour for the future.23
In the course of this project, I have come to realise 
that here in Europe we should try to develop something 
that has already been installed in the academia and mu-
seum world in the United States, namely fair use policy 
for historical materials such as texts and images for 
non-commercial, purely research-centred projects. At 
the moment, we have an all-too-complicated and also 
unreasonable copyright system that allows copyright 
holders to intervene in research projects, a practice that 
should be critically addressed. It is not enough that na-
tional funding institutions ask researchers how they will 
handle the issue. It would be far more practical not to 
leave this issue to individuals or research teams, but to 
find institutional solutions. Large funding institutions in 
Europe such as the Swiss National Science Foundation 
and the German Research Foundation would be capable 
to find a transnational solution for the humanities.
This is in itself an insight that I would not have been 
able to formulate back in 2015. As such the project was an 
enormous learning-by-doing process for which I am very 
grateful, because this process has opened the horizon 
for all who were and are involved. At this point, it is also 
fair to admit that in the very beginning of this project, 
we, that is the research team as well as our collaborators 
in Heidelberg, did not anticipate that copyrights might 
be a possible and even severe problem; Heidelberg as 
well as the ETH (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule 
Zürich or the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) who 
also handle complex digital projects, usually go online 
quickly, and see what and if something happens.
As the internationally famous pioneer for digital art 
history, Hubertus Kohle, said at our international In-
house Conference at the SIK-ISEA in 2016,24 this is “dirty 
publishing” in a time when clear transnational rules for 
digital projects and digital publishing are still lacking. I 
personally think that for now this is a better approach 
than automatically giving up on certain digital projects 
in the humanities, especially in the history of art and 
photography. However, this practice can only be an ini-
tial step in a longer process towards a fair use policy. 
Another aspect that has come to my mind is the question: 
Do reproductions like those in Camera Work, including 
the photogravures that we treat as originals, but which 
are in fact reproductions, really underlie a copyright, if 
we consider that a copyright can only be asked for on 
grounds of an original work of art? The digitalisation is 
in addition not a publication, but a transformation of an 
historical material object into a digital research object. 
I leave the reader with these thoughts, which hopefully 
have given some insights about the processes in which 
the humanities are involved in this age of digitalisation.
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